X. Suppose pGB is a fixed point. Now X = (B\G(A))KJG(A) determines a separation in X/G. Hence, either A is empty or BQ.G(A).
But the latter implies pÇzA.
Definitions. Let X be a Hausdorff space, and G a compact group of homeomorphisms of X, and pÇzX. A semi-slice at p is a closed set rC^ such that pE.T, and if xÇiT, h<E.G, then h(x)E:T if and only if hGGp.
If, further, there is a local cross section to the orbits of Gp in G, then T is a slice [4; p. 105] and G(T) is a bundle over G(p) with fibre T and group Gp. This can easily be generalized to the following with essentially identical proof. Lemma 2. Let X be a Hausdorff space, G a compact group of homeomorphisms of X, and T a semi-slice at p. If FQ_G(p), and F*= {g(E.G: g(p)(E.F}, then F*(T) is a bundle over F if there is a local cross section in F* to the orbits of Gp.
In particular, then, since finite polyhedra and a homotopy of such in G(p) can be "lifted" into G [S], we have Lemma 3. Let X be a Hausdorff space and G a compact group of homeomorphisms of X. If there is a semi-slice T at p&X, then G(T) is a fibre space in the sense of Serre with base space G(p) and group Gp.
Theorem. Let S be a compact connected semigroup with identity 1, and denote by H the maximal subgroup of the identity and K the kernel. If K is contained in an orbit of H under left multiplication then :
(i) K is a group with identity e, (ii) the map w: H-+K defined by ir(h) =eh is a homomorphism onto, P. S. MOSTERT (iii) T={xÇzS: ex = e) is a compact connected subsemigroup with zero and identity.
(iv) the maximal subgroup He of T is Tf\H, (v) S is a fibre space in the sense of Serre with base K and fibres homeomorphic to T, and is a fibre bundle (with group He) if the cosets of He in H admit a local cross section.
Proof. It is well known that if K is contained in an orbit of H, then it is a group and the mapping 7r is a homomorphism onto [3] . Further, T is clearly a closed subsemigroup containing 1, and e is a zero. That He=TC\H is also clear. If XÇE.S, then ex(EK and since eH=K, there is an element ÄG#such that eh = ex. Hence, xh~l^T. That is, T meets each orbit. Now if x(E:T, and xh^T, it follows that eh = exh = e so that hÇzT. Thus, T is a semi-slice. Hence, T/He = S/H, and by Lemma 1, T is connected. The result now follows from Lemma 3. Remark 1. If K is finite-dimensional, it is known [S] that there is a local cross section to the orbits of He in H.
Remark 2. As one sees immediately from the proof, the connectedness of ¿'would follow if, instead of assuming S connected, we assume K and S/H connected. 
